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DEDICATION 
"Imagine a nation of people where children were never 
hit, yelled at, and never punished. Imagine a nation where 
children were treated with the same respect given to any 
adult, where parents did nothing without thinking what was 
best for the children. Imagine a nation where adults made 
decisions keeping in mind not only the present but the 
unborn children of future generations as well. 
Imagine a nation where children were a source of joy 
and love that the nation seemed to exist for the welfare of 
the children, always the children. 
Such nations did exist. These nations were the 
American Indian Nations of North and South America." 
White Deer of Autumn 
(Gabe Horn) 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this project was to compile activities 
and information that will be useful to educators in 
teaching about Native American tribes. These activities 
attempt to emphasize the multicultural aspects of Native 
tribes, as well as, teaching accurate historical data, and 
stressing the contributions and similarities of Native 
American cultures to mainstream society. In addition, this 
project utilizes the Indian Awareness Inventory found 
in Bulletin No. 84, Teaching About Native Americans (1990) 
from the National Council for the Social Studies. This 
inventory is intended for use with the student studying 
Native American history and culture and will create 
criteria for teaching students of all cultures about Native 
Americans. 
vii 
CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
According to the United Nations, there are some 300 
million native people in the world, living in at least 70 
countries. The U.N. has named 1993 the Year for Native 
Peoples to direct attention to these culturally distinct 
indigenous groups (Stuckey, 1993). 
Through the ages, the indigenous people of North 
America have faced cultural transformation through the 
erosion, extinction, and fragmentation of their cultural 
heritage because of exposure to cultures of other nations. 
Combining distinctly different cultures has, throughout 
history, been the catalyst for weaving cultures into new 
societal fabric. 
The cultures of Native American tribes have 
continually evolved through years of exposure to each 
other, to European explorers, and to settlers from around 
the world. These early tribal communities existed with 
distinct laws and unique cultures and contributed greatly 
to the formation and evolution of current American society. 
Weatherford (1991) writes: 
The great achievements of North America in 
economics, politics, technology, and agriculture 
have resulted from the rich diversity of peoples 
and cultures that have come together in this 
continent, a mixture that has created new 
social systems and a uniquely American culture. 
This cultural transformation .•• started with 
the voyages of Leif Eriksson and his followers to 
North America •... The process of change through 
cultural contact will probably continue as long 
as humans live on earth .... (po 4-5) 
Today, compared to the population of 500 years ago, 
only a small percentage of the Native American population 
survives to continue the rich multicultural heritage of 
their ancestors. Throughout the process of change Native 
American tribes have paid a terrible price for the conquest 
of their lands and the attempted assimilation of their 
people. As a result of disease, cultural disregard, and 
ambitious attitudes brought over the last five hundred 
years by cultures from other continents, the remaining 
Native American tribes of today are poor and powerless 
nations within a powerful national structure. 
However, in spite of the destruction wrought by 
earlier foreign influences, the surviving tribes of today 
strive to retain the values and traditions unique to their 
cultures (California Department of Education, 1991; 
Heinrich, 1991; Little Soldier, 1992a). Accordingly, the 
Indian Nations at Risk Task Force describe the task 
challenging today's indigenous American communities as one 
of retaining cultural distinction in preparation for 
successful interaction in a rapidly changing world of high 
technology and cultural diversity (cited in Gilliland, 
1992). 
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Today a new attitude toward Native cultures is 
beginning to emerge. In the United states the cultural 
contributions of Native Americans are beginning to be 
recognized. Through governmental and private enterprise, 
policies and programs are now being fo~ulated to preserve 
the linguistic and cultural heritage of indigenous American 
tribes. These policies seek to secure for Native Americans 
possession of the same basic standard of living guaranteed 
to the American population at large, and the opportunity to 
pursue a quality of life equal to that of any other 
American. Encompassed in the pursuit of an equitable way 
of life is the right to an education that honors and 
enhances the dignity and self-respect of Native people. 
Consequently, a curriculum design reflecting tribal 
traditions and cultural learning styles will be the vehicle 
through which all students will learn to understand and 
honor indigenous American cultures (Little Soldier, 1992b; 
Novelli, 1990). 
This curriculum project has been designed to teach 
students of all ethnic backgrounds about the rich heritage 
of groups indigenous to North America, specifically within 
the continental united states boundaries. The objectives 
set forth in this project, will be accomplished through a 
curriculum plan that reflects the culture and learning 
styles of many Native American groups. The instruction 
will emphasize whole language and an integrated curriculum 
which employs the processes of cooperative learning methods 
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such as peer teaching and group projects. Such methods of 
instruction are appropriate to the child-centered, 
integrated learning approach found in Native American 
families and communities. 
Consequently, since whole language, integrated 
instructional methods complement Native American learning 
styles, educators can provide a culturally relevant 
foundation for all students by employing these methods 
while teaching about Native American cultures. Students 
will then become active participants rather than passive 
observers in a learning process which is relevant to the 
curriculum. 
As participants in American culture, it is important 
for students to acknowledge and understand the 
contributions made from all cultures which have shaped 
American history. But particularly important is 
recognition of the contributions to today's American 
culture made by the many diverse indigenous populations 
native to American soil {Little Soldier, 1992b}. Today, in 
the process of shaping tomorrow's history, educators can 
recognize indigenous native contributions by approaching 
curriculum from a broader more expansive multicultural 
perspective. This focus on indigenous American cultures 
can create a knowledge base that can help today's students 
alleviate misinformation and promote good will and 
understanding interculturally. By providing information 
through a broader, more culturally relevant approach, 
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teachers will enable young people of all cultures to 
function in a more productive manner in today's rapidly 
changing society. 
Therefore, the results of this project should provide 
an avenue for teachers and students to begin developing an 
understanding of the broad role Native American cultures 
have had in American history and continue to have in the 
present. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Review of the Literature 
Introduction 
The first part of this review of literature centers 
upon America's pre-Columbian era, inaccuracies in recording 
historical events, and a comparison between tribal and 
Eurocentric lifestyles. This chapter continues with a 
description of Native American culture, how the cultural 
values of indigenous Americans are so often at odds with a 
Eurocentric education and steps that are being taken to 
overcome these cultural barriers. 
America's pre-Columbian Era 
During the Quincentennial year of 1992, Americans 
became occupied with the issues of the discovery and 
founding of America by Columbus. These are issues of 
cultural and educational timeliness, especially for Native 
Americans, and children of all backgrounds. Traditionally, 
American history has always begun with the story of 
Columbus's discovery of America. Heralded by Europeans as 
a great discoverer, Columbus is presented as "the generous 
progenitor of the many waves of cultural expansionism on 
the American shores" (Yolen, 1992, p. 42). 
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However, according to Yolen {1992} and Weatherford 
{1988}, research of Columbus's sea journals reveals the 
explorer was not a brave and heroic tamer of the natives. 
Weatherford writes that "every step in the discovery and 
conquest of America was spurred on by a greed for gold that 
overshadowed the quest for silver, spices or souls" {1988, 
p. 6}. Christopher Columbus was, in reality, a cruel and 
greedy man anxious to find gold. A man who seems to have 
viewed the indigenous people, their lifestyle, and their 
possessions as commodities to export to Europe. However, 
in the eyes of Spain and all of Europe "the New World was 
now unlocked through the daring discoveries of a European, 
an emissary from the Civilized World" {Yolen, 1992, p. 43}. 
Landing in the new world Columbus encountered the 
Taino and Arawack tribes, gentle and generous people, who 
readily welcomed the explorer and his crew and invited them 
to share the abundant hospitality of the land. However the 
abundance of the land did not include an abundance of 
riches which they had anticipated finding. Finding no 
evidence of great wealth, Columbus led these tribes into a 
half century of exporting what commodities he could through 
terror, torture, and slavery which led inevitably to the 
genocide of the Taino and Arawack peoples {Brady, 1992; 
Ricklin, 1992; Yolen, 1992}. Notwithstanding the lack of 
expected wealth, "in the end, Columbus brought back ... a 
small amount of gold, •.. it was enough to whet the appetite 
of all Europe" {Weatherford, 1988, p. 7}. 
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As inevitable as the alteration of native cultures was 
the impact Columbus's discovery would have around the 
world. Columbus and explorers like him are responsible for 
bringing together urban and tribal societies throughout the 
ages. The indigenous societies in the New World educated 
the colonists in skills ranging from survival in the wild 
to the governmental process we use today. "From the 
beginning the Europeans had to use Native American words to 
name animals such as moose, caribou, racoon, opossum, 
chipmunk, barracuda, manatee, cougar, puma, jaguar, 
terrapin, chigger, and skunk. They also had to use Indian 
names for trees and plants such as hickory, pecan, 
persimmon, mahogany, mangrove, ••. and saguaro. 
Particularly in the area of food plants, the colonists took 
many of the Indian names, including maize, hominy, squasb, 
avocado, .•. succotash, and scuppernong (Weatherford, 1991, 
p. 198). These skills, concepts and trade goods were taken 
back to Europe on return voyages. Therefore, it is because 
of the early explorers and colonists that the process of 
cultural change was begun. In the future this " ... process 
of change through cultural contact and the mixture of 
various populations will probably continue as long as 
humans live on earth, but it will probably never again 
attain the dramatic proportions that it did in North 
America in the last few centuries" (Weatherford, 1991, p. 
5). 
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Historical Inaccuracies 
The Columbus saga is the long told and accepted story 
of a benevolent explorer meeting with resistance from the 
Native populations. This story has become a standard in 
educational textbooks, library resources and in the public 
media (Brady, 1992; Ricklin, 1992; Yolen, 1992). Yet, when 
viewed from the Native perspective, the story of Columbus 
is that of an invader. This version, where it is provided, 
is often suspected of being a revised version or at least 
an alternative choice in an effort to be unbiased. Because 
mainstream society did not institutionalize, via printed 
media, this Native version, the real America of 1492 has 
not been portrayed accurately in written folklore or 
contemporary textbooks. Because Native Americans have such 
a rich oral history, stories have survived the years; 
therefore, a more truthful and accurate picture of cultural 
transformation can 'be assembled from such sources as Brady 
(1992), Harvey, Harjo, & Jackson (1990), Ricklin (1992), 
Weatherford (1991), and Yolen (1992). 
Whatever the motivation, personal prejudice and/or, as 
mentioned in Murray (1993), desire to promote a higher 
cause, American historical records have reported accurately 
only one side of the historical picture. There has been 
and continues to be a substantial discrepancy and disregard 
for historical accuracy in documenting Native cultural 
values, participation and influence in United states 
development. An example of this is the children's book 
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Br9ther Eagle, Sister Sky adapted and illustrated by Susan 
Jeffers. This book points to the ease with which 
historical accuracy is confused when " ... the people behind 
it don't seem to care if the facts get in the way of what 
they consider a higher cause" (Murray, 1993, p. 100). 
Brother Eaql~ Sister Sky was adapted by Jeffers from 
a famous speech purportedly made by Chief Seattle 
representing the allied tribes of Puget Sound in a land 
purchase with the United states Government. This speech, 
in its current form, has been quoted for over twenty years 
as an inspired message of environmental timeliness. The 
truth is that Chief Seattle's original speech inspired a 
film professor who heard the famous words at the first 
Earth Day celebration of the University of Texas Austin in 
1970. Ted Perry, then a film professor at the University 
of Texas Austin, was asked by the Southern Baptist 
Television Commission to write a documentary on pollution 
in the environment. Having recently heard Chief Seattle's 
message, Perry used some of the Chief's words " ... as pegs 
from which to hang an entirely new message" (Murray, 1993, 
p. 101) on preserving the environment. In the article, 
"The Little Green Lie," Murray (1993) says Perry: 
... figured viewers would realize the speech was 
fictitious once they saw '~ritten by Ted Perry" at 
the end of the film. But the film's producer 
changed the credit to "Researched by Ted Perry" 
--implying that Perry had merely verified the text, 
not written it. Perry did not find this out until 
he watched the documentary, ... in early 1972. When 
he wrote complaining he had not given permission 
for the change, producer John stevens replied that 
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he had decided the film's "impact would be far 
greater if the emphasis of the words were placed on 
Chief Seattle rather than on Ted Perry". (p. 102) 
The greater impact of this discrepancy has been on the 
integrity of history, a lie that has spread around the 
world quoted by such notables as The Power of Myth 
(Campbell, 1988), Environmental Action magazine and Supreme 
Court Justice William Douglas. 
Even though suspicions and objections have been raised 
over the years regarding the authenticity of these words 
the myth of Chief Seattle's speech has continued. The 
facts continue to be overshadowed by someone's desire to 
promote a higher cause (Murray, 1993). This promotion will 
continue as long as human dignity and respect are 
sacrificed through historical inaccuracies which interpret 
actions and meaning out of context. Throughout history the 
cultural values of Native communities were largely 
misunderstood and abused, starting with explorers like 
Columbus and later followed by the United States Government 
in treaty negotiations with the Native tribes of America. 
Lifestyles 
Today, however, a renewal of traditional values offers 
a sense of strength and identity within Native American 
communities and within the larger community as well. While 
beliefs differ among tribes, basic philosophies of ancient 
Native civilizations have survived in the beliefs of modern 
Native American tribes. Accordingly, this philosophy of 
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belonging to something greater than one's self has shaped 
the thoughts and behaviors of Native Americans past and 
present. Along with ancient values and beliefs the history 
of each tribe continues to live in the social structure of 
extended family life, ceremonies, and oral tradition 
(California Department of Education, 1991; Heinrich, 1991; 
Little Soldier, 1992a). 
Traditionally, the Native American child has grown up 
in the social structure of an extended family which fosters 
group orientation. In the extended family system children 
are attended by the many adults within the natural family 
group and often within the tribal clan itself. This 
structure offers a supportive and positive family 
environment for all concerned (California Department of 
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Education, 1991; Little Soldier, 1992 a & b). Native 
American child rearing practices are often misunderstood 
and considered permissive by dominant culture observers. 
In many communities discipline is often still administered 
in a non-corporal manner. So from the earliest stages of 
childhood parental figures teach respect for the 
individual, promote feelings of security and develop the 
child's self esteem. These are, consequently, elements 
essential to a sense of belonging (California Department of 
Education, 1991). For example Suina (1991) notes: 
Grandmother taught me appropriate behavior .... 
Through modeling she showed me how to pray 
properly .... On meeting someone, grandmother would 
say, "Smile and greet. Grunt if you must, but 
don't pretend they're not there." On food and 
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material things, she would say, "There is enough 
for everyone to share and it all comes from above, 
my child." I learned to appreciate cooperation in 
nature and with my fellow men early in life. I 
felt very much a part of the world and our way of 
life. I knew I had a place in it, and I felt good 
about it. (pp. 34-35) 
In today's technological society tribal lifestyles 
have changed little for many Native Americans. Existence 
is very difficult for reservation families, particularly in 
remote areas. Tribal land holdings and other natural 
resources benefit each particular tribe but do not provide 
for the prosperity of the individual. Personal and 
cultural survival are complicated by high unemployment, 
poverty and a lack of adequate health services. Many 
families continue to live with dirt floors and without 
electricity or running water. On the reservation, a family 
livelihood may come from the small amount of crops or 
livestock that can be raised on inadequate soil. By making 
and selling arts and crafts many tribal families supplement 
this meager income. To survive economically, some Native 
families leave the reservation and do live successfully in 
suburban neighborhoods. Unfortunately, a move into town 
may only move their poverty with them and may cause the 
degeneration of close family and cultural ties resulting in 
stress and insecurity {Little Soldier, 1992a}. 
Current Native culture and lifestyles continue to 
exhibit vast differences from life in non-Native 
communities although dignity and respect are principles 
common to Native and non-Native cultures alike. However, 
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because each culture approaches these concepts in a 
different manner these principles, as reflected in Native 
philosophies and lifestyles, continue to be misunderstood 
by the American society at large. In the public school 
system educators who do not understand cultural differences 
cause confusion and an increasing distance between Native 
children and non-Native education. This lack of 
understanding causes Native children great distress in a 
Eurocentric educational system and in society in general 
(Little Soldier, 1992b; Pewewardy, 1992). 
Native American Culture and EuroCentric Education 
In the past a traditional Eurocentric education has 
proved a pretense of assimilation into the dominant society 
for Native communities. This assimilation was achieved 
through removal of Native children from their home 
environments, to an alien social structure, with little or 
no regard for the value of Native American practices and 
beliefs (California Department of Education, 1991). Still 
today, in a public school it sometimes takes all the 
bravery and patience a Native child can muster just to 
return to school each day where life is so foreign (Little 
Soldier, 1992b). Eurocentric education represents a world 
which constantly reminds Native children that school is a 
mandatory institution. Its appropriateness in meeting the 
individual child's personal needs has been, to date, a 
minor consideration in the grand scheme of national 
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educational standards (Barone, 1989). 
For any child, classroom environment and teacher 
demeanor are the factors which determine school as a 
frightening experience or a safe place during the first 
weeks. But for Native children, the classroom environment 
is more often a frightening, negative experience because a 
relevant cultural atmosphere is not provided (Little 
Soldier, 1992b). Derman-Sparks (1989) echoes this 
perspective: 
Children are aware very young that color, language, 
gender, and physical ability differences are 
connected with privilege and power .... Racism, 
sexism, and handicappism have a profound influence 
on their developing sense of self and others. (p. ix) 
So upon entering school for the first time Native 
children are aware of the differences between their culture 
and the dominant culture. As Suina (1991) describes, for 
example, his first days in the public school system: 
To begin with, unlike my grandmother, the teacher 
did not have pretty brown skin and a colorful 
dress. She wasn't plump and friendly. Her 
clothes were of one color and drab. Her pale 
skinny form made me worry that she was very ill .... 
The classroom, too, had its odd characteristics. 
It was terribly huge and smelled of medicine like 
the village clinic I feared so much. The walls and 
ceiling were artificial and uncaring. They were 
too far from me and I felt naked. Those florescent 
light tubes made an eerie drone and blinked 
suspiciously over me, quite a contrast to the fire 
and sunlight my eyes were used to .... Our 
confinement to rows of desks was another unnatural 
demand made on our active little bodies ..•. The 
strange surrounding, new ideas about time and 
expectations, and the foreign tongue were at times 
overwhelming to us beginners .... It took some 
effort to return the second day and many times 
thereafter ..•. (p. 35) 
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As a rule Native children, like any children, do not 
flourish in public schools where the environment is alien 
and lacks cultural relevance. Development slows as they 
advance in school. According to Havighurst (1957): 
When comparisons of Indian and white pupils are 
made at various grade levels, it is found that the 
Indian children compare more favorably with white 
children in elementary grades than in high school. 
This is probably due to the fact that the material 
taught in the elementary grades is closer to the 
life experience of the Indian children -- more 
practical -- than is the more abstract teaching of 
the high school. Thus the home and community life 
of the Indian child tend to aid him in learning the 
simple mental skills taught in elementary school, but 
they contribute little toward helping him with high 
school subjects. (p. 84, as cited in The Indian in 
the Classroom) 
Generally, regardless of cultural background, the 
needs of all children are the same. However, a teacher's 
educational preparation and awareness of students' cultural 
backgrounds determine how well these needs are met (Little 
Soldier, 1992a; Novelli, 1990; Pewewardy, 1992). 
Unfortunately for most Native American children a public 
school education which assumes a Eurocentric background 
continues to be ineffective and irrelevant in meeting many 
of their needs. Such an assumption serves only to alienate 
Native children and destroy self-esteem. In the upper 
grades, as education becomes even more formal and less 
culturally relevant, this alienation is compounded by the 
fact that the demeanor of Native children is often judged 
as difficult and uncommunicative (Little Soldier, 1992b). 
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Overcoming Cultural Barriers 
In recent years some efforts to overcome these 
barriers to education have been successful and today these 
efforts have escalated in the public sector as well as in 
tribal communities across America. Since the 1960s and 
1970s, when Native American students protested to assert 
their cultural identity, many colleges across the country 
have instituted Indian Studies programs. The birth of 
these programs was encouraging and " ... affected the 
attitudes of Indian people toward education of their own 
people. In the Twin Cities [st. Paul and Minneapolis] 
Indian groups formed "survival" schools to teach their 
children about their cultural traditions, ceremonies, and 
languages" {Pewewardy, 1992, p. 12}. 
Examples of educational endeavors at the early 
childhood level are Native American Head Start programs run 
by various tribes who are attuned to the cultural 
backgrounds and educational needs of Native children. 
These programs are exciting and culturally compatible 
places influencing young children to learn and communicate 
with enthusiasm (GrossMan, 1992; Little Soldier, 1992b). 
Further involvement in Indian education reform is 
addressed in the article, "Building Optimum Learning 
Environments for Navajo Students". In this article Lee 
Little Soldier {1992a} discusses the efforts of progressive 
tribal leadership to bridge the gap between cultures and 
lead communities, such as the Navajo, in improving 
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educational quality for students and teachers. In the 
Navajo nation, programs have been designed to include the 
cultural and linguistic needs of Navajo children. Many of 
these are led by Navajo teachers who are active role models 
for the students. Young Navajo adults are encouraged to 
continue their education, to become teachers or to simply 
increase their opportunities in an increasingly high-tech 
world. 
However, higher education still remains a problem due 
to the conflict between Native and Eurocentric values, 
learning styles, and the lack of culturally relevant 
"diversified curriculum designed to prepare young Navajo 
adults for participation in both worlds" (Little Soldier, 
1992a, p. 146). To overcome this conflict, according to 
Havighurst (1970), "it is generally agreed that Indian 
people should have increasing influence and responsibility 
for their education ... to set up their own school boards 
and take over control of their education" (p. 87, as cited 
in The Indian in the Classroom). Pewewardy (1992) 
contends, "the question at hand is not how to preserve 
tribal culture and languages, but rather how non-Indian 
culture should be taught in the Indian schools in order to 
enable Indian students to understand and live in white 
society" (p. 13). 
One program, at the elementary level, that endeavors 
to meet the needs of Native children is the American Indian 
Magnet School in Saint Paul, Minnesota (K-8). At it's 
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inception in 1991 Native American children accounted for 54 
percent of the enrollment. Modeled after the Native 
American Magnet School in Buffalo, New York, the American 
Indian Magnet program is the first school-wide program of 
its kind in Minnesota. This school "integrates Native 
ideology and methodology across all curriculum areas 
through effective teaching and sensitivity to learning 
styles of all students--'placing education into culture 
rather than continuing the practice of placing culture into 
education'" (Pewewardy, 1992, p. 2). 
Another program, in the Northeast, designed to meet 
the needs of Native and non-Native students has been 
developed by four teachers in the Deer River, Minnesota 
school district. These teachers are concerned with 
developing "a curriculum that would make learning more 
relevant for students and promote cultural understanding in 
their community" (Novelli, 1990, p. 31). The Deer River 
technology project utilizes videodisc/videotape technology, 
along with the Ojibwa community members as resources to 
build self-esteem in the Native student population, promote 
understanding in the non-Native students, and to expand the 
learning experience of all Deer River students. This 
project is another plan to prepare Native and non-Native 
students to meet the social and technological changes of 
the future. Since "rapid social change requires changes in 
traditional culture and ways of living" (Harvey, Harjo, & 
Jackson, 1990, p. 56), bridging the gap between cultures is 
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of concern to all Native tribes; and it starts with meeting 
the needs of future generations. 
To bridge the cultural gap and meet the needs of all 
students, it is the responsibility of all teachers to teach 
in a culturally sensitive manner (Jones & Derman-Sparks, 
1992; Novelli, 1990; Pewewardy, 1992). Native American 
people are members of society belonging to the present and 
the future, and not just the past. Historically Non-
Natives have tended to perceive all Native people as one 
community, forgetting there are hundreds of tribal groups 
in the United States who are separate people and separate 
nations (Heinrich, 1991). In the classroom today teachers 
need to adopt sensitivity in thought processes and 
standards of behavior to help dispel stereotypes. Teaching 
young children inexact information about any culture is a 
disservice. GrossMan (1992) describes this instructional 
problem as follows: 
[Native American] children are trying to figure out 
who they are and what their place is in society. 
If we give Indian children inaccuracies about their 
own culture, we cause irreparable harm. (p. 148). 
Accordingly, to enhance and distinguish the uniqueness 
of Native cultures "when referring to and teaching about 
Native Americans, use the word 'Indians'-- or even 'Native 
Americans'-- as little as possible. Don't study the 
Indians. Study the Hopi, the Sioux, the Nisqually or the 
Apache" (Heinrich, 1991, p. 15), each a separate and 
distinct nation. Cultural diversity distinguishes these 
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Native groups one from another, as easily and distinctly as 
they are all distinguished from the Euro-American culture. 
Whether tribal ancestors of today's Native American 
communities migrated across the Bering Strait land bridge 
or actually originated in North America, the fact remains 
that Native American ancestors are the earliest known 
people to populate American soil. The question as to the 
actual origins of Native ancestors becomes moot in the face 
of first possession; the remainder of today's American 
population came much later and from some other place. 
Weatherford (1991) explains the dynamics of the process 
which combined the cultural origins of today's American 
society: 
At some time in the last five hundred years every 
valley, every beach, every river, every lake, every 
mountain, every island, every plain, every forest, 
and every community has stood on the cutting edge 
of the frontier where old world encountered the 
new, where civilizations of incoming settlers 
encountered the civilizations of native America ... 
the scramble of peoples and cultures in North 
America has created a cultural mixture that 
probably will not be repeated in world history 
until we encounter life on another planet. (p. 5) 
Because these diverse Native cultures have had limited 
respect and understanding from the emerging American 
population, they have encountered throughout history, in 
school, at home, and in the community an attitude that 
subjects Native American history to the subordinate role of 
background information to Thanksgiving educational 
materials. So it is understandable when, beginning school, 
Native children become aware of cultural differences 
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" ... and learn how these attributes are connected with 
privilege and power" (Derman-Sparks, 1989, p. ix). This 
issue of cultural bias includes all cultures and physical 
capabilities. Sparks (1989) warns that "no one escapes 
learning and believing some of the stereotypes and biases 
that undergird sexism, racism, and handicappism" and that 
"[t]hese experiences and feelings daily influence our 
interactions with children even if we are not aware of it" 
(p. 112). 
For these reasons, contends Little Soldier (1992a), it 
is most important that "teachers consider themselves 
learners first" (p. 148). Successful teaching of 
culturally diverse Native American students requires a 
constant openness and respect for the culture of all 
students, Native American or not. Knowledge of Native 
American history helps the teacher understand the 
difficulties and hardship endured by the tribes and will 
explain some of the hostility toward the non-Native that 
some Native Americans feel. Like most parents, Native 
American parents are interested in the education of their 
children and their ability to fit successfully in society. 
To alleviate parental concerns and promote goodwill Native 
parents and non-Native teachers need to meet with respect 
and acceptance of the differences between their basic 
values and attitudes (Little Soldier, 1992b; Pewewardy, 
1992). If Native children are to benefit from educational 
opportunities, non-Native educators must show concern for 
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the attitudes and needs of parents, "avoid making 
assumptions about parents ... and should not consider them 
uncaring and irresponsible" (Little Soldier, 1992b, p. 20). 
School expectations need to be explained so that parents 
can meet the expectations of the educational community 
without compromising their own values and creating an 
embarrassing situation for themselves or for their children 
(Little Soldier, 1992b; Novelli, 1990). Approaching each 
other in a manner that preserves the dignity of each 
culture will increase the likelihood of a successful school 
experience for all concerned. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Curriculum Design 
This project explores a curriculum design dedicated to 
enhancement of the understanding of indigenous American 
cultures. It was conceived to reflect some of the many 
Native American traditions, laws, learning styles, and 
contributions throughout the historical past and present of 
the United states. This cultural heritage will be taught 
through a curriculum utilizing modes of teaching and 
learning which are sympathetic to the learning patterns of 
Native Americans. 
These curricular activities are intended for use with 
fourth grade students of all ethnic backgrounds. However, 
activities can be tailored to fit the developmental skills 
at any grade level. Resources required for this project 
include various curriculum materials and suggestions found 
in the review of literature. 
Designed as a nine-week curriculum, this project will 
compare and contrast well known, commonplace information 
about Native American cultures with cultural elements that 
have been obscured and unrecognized over the years by the 
Euro-American society at large. These Native American 
cultural elements will be combined in a unique format 
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utilizing methods of learning sympathetic to Native 
American modes of learning. This format will provide 
participants an opportunity to explore and expand ideas in 
the context of Native American cultural learning patterns. 
For Native Americans, learning is often an unconscious and 
informal process with lessons rooted in cultural values 
such as sharing, generosity, cooperation, self-discipline, 
patience and harmony with nature. These are not lessons 
learned through specific styles of learning, but rather 
learned through exposure to specific activity patterns 
which promote the knowledge, beliefs, and values of Native 
American cultures. These learning style preferences can 
easily be incorporated into a culturally compatible 
classroom through cooperative learning and whole language 
curriculum. 
However, educators must take care to avoid the dangers 
of stereotyping. Providing an unbiased environment will 
preserve the dignity and integrity of any curriculum 
design. But more importantly, since modes of learning 
affect academic performance, students of all ethnic 
backgrounds will benefit from a culturally compatible 
classroom which enhances each cultural heritage. utilizing 
a whole language, integrated learning approach that 
reflects Native American learning behaviors of group 
teaching and learning by observation will help students 
build interpersonal and intergroup relationships. 
Native American children are raised traditionally in a 
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group atmosphere of respect and reverence. Families work 
and live in constant, close proximity where children are 
welcomed into activities as spectators and participants. 
Learning by doing maximizes student learning experiences. 
This curriculum design will emphasize visual and 
kinesthetic learning opportunities, small group 
interaction, and an informal classroom environment. An 
informal classroom will encourage exploration of ideas and 
concepts among group members and individuals. Exploring 
given information will provide a platform for broadening 
students' understanding of the diversity of Native American 
cultures. Developing insight into tribal diversity will 
open and broaden investigative attitudes on the part of 
teachers and students alike. Through a wholistic, 
integrated approach to all subject areas, developing 
insight into the diversity of Native American cultures will 
permit students to continue to generate new information. 
In addition to other curriculum materials, this 
project will specifically utilize the Indian Awareness 
Inventory found in Bulletin No. 84, Teaching About Native 
Americans (1990), from the National Council for the Social 
Studies. This commercially designed survey will aid 
participants in researching culturally relevant curriculum 
topics. Developed by two Native Americans, John Fletcher 
(Blackfoot), and Church Ross (Lakota), in cooperation with 
Gary Kush who is non-Native, this inventory was designed 
with culturally sensitive content, focusing on respect and 
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historical accuracy to preserve the integrity of Native 
philosophy. It is intended for use with the student 
studying Native American history and culture and will 
create criteria for teaching students of all cultures about 
Native Americans. 
The diversity of indigenous American cultures will 
lend itself to models of teaching that specifically 
accommodate a Native American approach to learning by 
employing a wholistic, integrated procedure to all subject 
areas. These models of teaching, such as cooperative 
learning, will focus on learning methods that will 
accommodate the criteria for teaching non-Native Americans 
within the parameters of Native American learning styles. 
By teaching indigenous American cultural information in a 
curriculum that adjusts to and is sensitive to Native 
American cultures, educators set the foundation for 
cooperative learning in the classroom. 
The cooperative learning concepts of sharing, 
cooperation, patience, and individual dignity are also some 
of the value concepts found in Native American cultures. 
In many Native American communities children are taught 
important life skills and value concepts through informal 
activities that require a continual and unconscious 
application of family and community values. 
Integration of curricular activities using a 
cooperative learning format will provide for students on a 
conscious level information that is relevant to current 
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studies. Unconsciously students will utilize and 
assimilate values that are important on an immediate basis 
but are also a critical foundation for future life-coping 
skills. Through observation and hands on activities , 
working in both large and small groups students will learn 
to work harmoniously together and will gain insight into 
some of the procedures used in Native American cultures to 
educate children. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Cultivating Native American Cultures 
Rationale 
In the early history of North America hundreds of 
tribes existed each with separate laws and cultures. 
Today, compared to the population of 500 years ago, only a 
small percentage of the Native American population survives 
to continue the rich multicultural heritage of their 
ancestors. As participants in the complex culture of 
America, it is important for students to acknowledge and 
understand the events, past and present, shaping today's 
American culture and the contributions of all ethnic groups 
to this unique cultural mixture. But particularly 
important in binding American society is the need for all 
Americans to acknowledge the societal contributions, from 
survival skills to governmental processes, of the 
indigenous populations native to American soil. 
To recognize the contributions of Native Americans and 
to enable students to function in today's increasingly 
complex society educators must approach curriculum from a 
broader multicultural perspective. This unit, as a whole 
or in part, will provide educators resources with which to 
teach both Native and non-Native students about the rich 
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multicultural heritage of groups indigenous throughout 
North America, specifically within the United states 
boundaries, and particularly in the locality of the 
students participating in this project. The goals outlined 
for this unit will be accomplished through a curriculum 
design that reflects the culture and learning styles of 
indigenous native groups. 
Unit Objective 
Students and teachers will develop an understanding 
and an appreciation for the diversity of Native American 
cultures in North America, and will further investigate the 
history of Native Americans in the growth and development 
of modern American culture. 
Introduction 
There is no right or wrong way to begin these 
activities. They are categorized according to concepts 
through which winds a common thread. This format has the 
flexibility to start at any point, from Inter-Relatedness 
of People to Symbolic and Oral Expression of Native 
Philosophy, rather than adhere to activities encapsulated 
into a rigid weekly step by step process. It is suggested 
that the Indian Awareness Inventory, found in the appendix, 
be given early on as a guide to determine the knowledge 
level of each learner, teachers as well as stUdents, to 
provide teachers a basic platform for building lesson 
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plans. 
This curriculum has been written in the hope that the 
instructional methods used and the information generated 
will help dispel historical inaccuracies and stereotypes 
that have been so harmful to the image of Native Americans 
for so many years. These curriculum activities have been 
designed to fit into a general context and can be adapted 
to meet specific interests of teacher and students. Such a 
format will permit teachers and students the freedom to 
choose a random sample of Native communities within the 
geographical boundaries of the United States, or to 
concentrate on the many communities within a specific 
geographical area. Since stereotypic information defines 
much of what most Americans know about Native American 
people, this format will also enable students and teachers 
an opportunity to change erroneous ideas. 
~ Inter-Relatedness of People 
The American culture of today is a composite of 
contributions from many cultures, from early inter-tribal 
influences to the interactive relationships between 
European immigrants and indigenous Americans. This section 
is intended to reflect some of the effects of this inter-
relatedness. 
~ Inter-Tribal Relationships 
To understand the initiative of Native Americans who 
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contributed to the betterment of Native and non-Native 
society. 
To recognize the influences of trade among tribes of 
different regions. 
To determine the origins of Native American words 
which have been woven into the larger American cultural 
fabric and the difficulties encountered in communication 
between people of different language families. 
Historical Contributions 
The following activities illustrate the initiative of 
some of the many Native Americans who have contributed to 
the betterment of Native and 
non-Native society: 
1. The following notable Native Americans are a 
sample of those indigenous Americans who have 
contributed in some way to benefit their people 
and have helped colonists and settlers survive in 
new territory. Assign each group of students one 
or more notable Native Americans to research. 
Then, as a creative writing project, have each 
group discuss and rewrite history from another 
point of view. (See Appendix D for 
resources) 
(a). Ahyoka and the Talking Leaves 
(b). Chief Joseph and the Nez Perce tribe 
(c). Pocahontas - Girl of Jamestown 
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(d). Sacajawea - Guide in the Wilderness 
(e). Osceola - Seminole Warrior 
(f). Sitting Bull - Warrior of then Sioux 
(g). Investigate the contributions of Navajo 
"code talkers" during World War II. 
2. Investigate the lives of Sarah Winnemucca and Susette 
La Flesche, Native American Rights advocates. Discuss 
the Government restrictions each faced and the 
difficulties they had to overcome to help their 
people. Invite tribal leaders to talk about the steps 
Native Americans are taking today to acquire control 
and self determination of their lives. (See Appendix 
D for resources) 
3. Invite a tribal council leader to explain how tribal 
councils and government work today. Then start your 
own tribal council: Have students research and report 
on how council meetings in the past solved problems by 
consensus rather than by warfare. Discuss the type of 
problems council meetings might handle. What problems 
will your council handle? (California Department of 
Education, 1991) 
4. Have students investigate tribal governments. Find 
out how the League of Iroquois Nations influenced the 
formation of the democratic institutions of the United 
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states. (See Citation of Sources and Appendix D for 
resources) 
Community Relationships and Trade 
Transportation and trade played a large role in 
shaping the lifestyles of Native and Non-Native Americans 
through the years. The following activities illustrate 
some of the effects these occupations had in developing 
early Native culture in America: 
1. On a chart classify and compare the goods traded and 
received in trade between Native people living in 
harsh climates with sparse resources and those living 
in more hospitable climates with abundant resources. 
Chart the goods traded among these tribes before and 
after European contact. Find out how tribes with 
different languages communicated. (See Appendices C 
and D for resources) 
2. Research the origin of the horse in the United states. 
Questions to consider: How did this animal make a 
difference to the Plains tribes? What effect did 
horses have on the spread of European trade and the 
fur trade in North America? (Hoven, 1990) 
3. Graph the different purposes for and methods of 
transportation used in Native communities across the 
United states. What materials and methods were used 
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to construct each form of non-living transportation. 
Use natural materials to mark each graph point. How 
has transportation in America evolved over the 
centuries? See Appendices C and D for resources) 
Language Origins 
The following activities are designed to investigate 
the origins of Native American words commonly used in 
America today and to experience the difficulties 
encountered in communication between people of different 
language families: 
1. On a time line, list the Native language families in 
use today and languages in each family that have 
become extinct in the last five hundred years. 
Investigate and identify some of the reasons these 
language are extinct. Record any words from extinct 
languages still in use today. Have the meanings 
changed from the original usage? (See Appendix D for 
resources) 
2. Research Native words used today in each of the six 
geographical regions defining Native tribal families. 
How did trade between Native Americans and the 
Europeans influence the use of Native words in the 
daily life of a European settlement? 
3. Invite speakers to demonstrate Native tribal sign 
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language and American Sign Language. Learn some signs 
in tribal sign language and American Sign Language. 
Are there differences among tribes? How do these 
Native American signs compare with American Sign 
Language? {Gabet, 1985} 
~ European Influences 
To examine how contact with European explorers and 
settlers influenced and changed the lifestyles of Native 
American tribes. 
To examine how contact with the Native people of 
America influenced and changed the lifestyles of Europe and 
early settlers in America. 
European Explorers 
The following activities examine how contact with 
European explorers and settlers influenced and changed the 
lifestyles of Native American tribes and that of Europe: 
1. Mark on a map, the landings and travel routes of the 
earliest explorers. Was Columbus the first foreign 
influence or did earlier explorers precede his 
expedition? 
2. Trace the route of early European importers across a 
map of the continental United states using picture 
representations of the goods traded with Native 
tribes. How did these people and trade goods affect 
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the future of Native peoples? What effects do these 
early trade patterns have on American commerce today? 
(See Citation of Sources for resources) 
3. Investigate how Catholic missions and missionaries 
affected the lifestyle and culture of Native 
communities in California and Texas. (California 
Department of Education, 1991) 
a. Create a diorama representing a typical day at a 
mission. 
b. Take a trip to a mission site or research and 
recreate the mission environment in the classroom 
as it was one to two hundred years ago. 
Early Settlers 
The progression of settlers across the United States 
was rapid and damaging to the customary lifestyle of Native 
communities. The following activities illustrate some of 
the hardships encountered by Native people and the 
repercussions felt by the settlers during this immigration 
West: 
1. Research the causes which started settlers immigrating 
to the West in the middle 1800's. Discuss the 
consequences of settlers migrating through Indian 
territories. Besides displacement, what other impact 
did this movement have on Native tribes? (See 
Appendix D for resources) 
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a. Have students play The Oregon Trail on the 
computer then divide the class into two groups to 
role play the immigration of settlers into the 
west. Have student groups write scenarios 
expressing the view point of the Native tribes 
and the settlers crossing Native lands. 
b. What are today's frontiers? Who are today's 
explorers? Have students plan their own 
expedition to live in another part of the 
country, or on another planet, taking into 
consideration that once there they might not be 
able to return home again. How does this compare 
with the forced relocation of Native tribes and 
the free choice of most settlers to relocate? 
2. Invite tribal elders to talk about the role the United 
states government played in the resettlement of Native 
peoples past and present. (See Citation of Sources 
and Appendix D for resources) 
On a time line: 
a. Chart the treaties negotiated by the government 
and signed by Native tribes. Give a brief 
description of each. 
b. Chart the establishment of each reservation 
across the United States. Add to the time line 
the number of Native Americans relocated to each 
reservation. 
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c. Read Osceola: Seminole Warrior. Discuss the 
relationship of the Indians to the British 
soldiers and to the soldiers and leaders of the 
American government. What were the sentiments of 
men such as Andrew Jackson, and Thomas Jessup. 
(See Appendix D for resources) 
~ Family and Lifestyle 
Differing natural environments created a need for 
distinct types of housing, food gathering, and social 
organization. Early Native American tribes worked together 
using natural materials found in their environment as 
resources to meet their basic needs for food, shelter, and 
clothing. 
~ Environmental Diversity 
To explore how the surrounding environment determined 
the survival and quality of life of early Native 
communities. 
Geographical Differences 
The harshness or abundance of different natural 
surroundings created a need for distinct types of housing, 
food gathering, and social organization. The following 
activities explore how the natural environment determined 
the survival and quality of life of early Native 
communities: 
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1. In a large outside space take a Geologic time walk to 
visualize the many stages the Earth has passed through 
to the present. Explore and discuss the impact people 
have had on the environment in the short space of 
human existence. Use a time line to mark off on the 
ground the stages Earth has survived to the present. 
Prepare cards to place at each significant point along 
the trail. Have a student read the cards aloud as 
groups walk along the trail. Discuss as a large group 
the discoveries the students have made. (Caduto, & 
Bruchac, 1988) 
2. Prepare puppets depicting the major events along the 
Geologic Time walk. Write short scenarios, to be 
narrated by students, which describe changes in life 
through time. 
3. Introduce the home regions of Native American cultural 
families within the contiguous United states. Assign 
one region to each student group for research. Using 
natural resources, have student groups make a diorama 
depicting their assigned geographical region. Write 
a short description explaining the uses found for the 
natural resources in each area. (See Citation of 
Sources and Appendix D for resources) 
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~ Community Dependence 
To consider how Native famdlies and communities 
cooperated with the Earth and each other to meet their 
basic survival needs of food and shelter. 
To compare and contrast the evolution of tools, 
weapons and games of skill. 
To compare the similarities and acquire a better 
understanding of the differences between Native and Non-
Native children. 
Food Gatheri~ 
The abundance or scarcity of natural resources 
determined the amount and type of food available to Native 
communities. The following activities illustrate the 
cooperative nature of Native communities in obtaining and 
preserving food: 
1. Plant a vegetable garden of foods native to North 
America such as squash, beans and corn. Plant seeds 
for each plant in the same mound to demonstrate 
community dependence: corn stalks will support bean 
and squash vines as the large squash leaves shade the 
soil and help to retain moisture. Contact a gardening 
expert in your area to give advice and answer 
questions before students start planting. (See 
Citation of Sources and Appendix D for resources) 
2. Ask a tribal elder or a member of the local 
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Agricultural Service to accompany the class on a field 
trip to teach students about edible wild plants, such 
as berries, dandelions, and nasturtium leaves and 
flowers, and examine other plants used for other 
survival purposes, such as shelter, clothing, 
basketry, etc. 
a. Help students plan and consume a balanced menu 
from the foods eaten by early Native American 
tribes. Include such foods such as fry bread, 
nut butter, wild green salad, berry juice, 
roasted corn, and sweet potatoes. (Bernstein, & 
Blair, 1982; Hoven, 1990) 
3. How did Native communities conserve, recycle, and 
preserve natural resources? 
a. Use the web technique to catalog the many ways 
the Plains tribes found to use all parts of the 
Buffalo. Use a diagram of a Buffalo as the 
center of the web. (Gabet, 1985) 
b. How do past methods of conservation compare with 
practices today? 
c. Find out how Native communities with few food 
sources conserved food without refrigeration. 
Example: The Plains tribes preserved meat and 
other foods by drying them. From these dry food 
sources they prepared and ate a food called 
Wasna, using dried meat, ground corn and 
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chokecherries. (See Citation of Sources and 
Appendix D for resources) 
Dwellings: Then and Now 
The basic need of protection from overexposure to the 
elements continues today. The following activities examine 
traditional Native American living environments and 
compares these with living structures of today: 
1. In cooperative groups have students research and 
construct, using natural materials, a traditional 
shelter appropriate for one of the six geographical 
regions which define Native Nations within the 
continental United states. Write a description of the 
cultural customs surrounding each dwelling. How do 
students' home environments reflect the customs of 
their cultures? (See Citation of Sources and Appendix 
D for resources) 
2. Compare and contrast traditionally built Native 
American living environments with modern living 
structures of today. In groups discuss and record the 
similarities and differences of function and style of 
both types of structures. Using a computer graphics 
design or drawing program have each group illustrate 
their findings. Example: Contrast a Pueblo to an 
apartment building, a tipi to a recreational 
vehicle, a hogan to a suburban house, etc. 
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3. Discuss and brainstorm ideas on the effects of 
seasonal changes on tribal lifestyles. Then have 
students work together to combine these ideas into a 
short essay comparing how the seasons caused change in 
the communal environment five hundred years ago and in 
the present. Consider the effects of natural disaster 
situations such as hurricanes, tornados, fires, 
earthquakes, and floods. (See Citation of Sources and 
Appendix D for resources) 
4. As a class project make a scale model of a tribal 
village. Choose a tribe from one geographical region 
and a specific point in time. Make the village as 
accurate as possible to be displayed on Parent Night 
or in the school library. 
Tools and Weapons: Then and Now 
Early Native people were resourceful at inventing and 
adapting objects to fit many purposes. Early tools and 
weapons were designed and then constructed from resources 
found in the natural environment. When colonists and 
settlers began to cross into America, they introduced new 
products into Native lifestyles. Because of their ability 
to adapt, Native people found new uses for tools and 
weapons originally designed to fit specific purposes. The 
following activities explore the uses and evolution of 
tools and weapons into modern times: 
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1. Prepare a diagram of four to six modern day farming 
and building tools. Match these tools to those used 
by Native farming communities. What are the 
similarities and differences? How did the tools 
differ between farming tribes and nomadic tribes? 
2. Have students explore levers in action by building and 
experimenting with a travois. The travois was 
originally constructed by migrating Plains tribes, and 
used as a drag 'attached to a dog or horse to carry 
their belongings. (See Citation of Sources and 
Appendix D for resources) 
3. Make an Indian pump drill - explore wheels as levers, 
how wheels and axles increase force, the effects of 
inertia and centrifugal force, and friction. (See 
Appendix C for resources) 
Games That Teach Survival 
In early Native communities most activities involved 
some lesson in lifestyle and survival. For young children 
even games were designed to teach. 
Although some games were played for amusement, others 
were played to learn basic survival skills. Like today, 
9ames were often combined with music and chants or songs to 
distract opponents. The following activities demonstrate 
how some Native games have survived into modern childhood: 
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1. Invite a member of a local tribe to discuss and teach 
the students how to make and play survival games. 
(See Appendix D for resources) 
2. Set up teams to choose and research historical 
information on games played in various Native 
communities across the United states. Which games do 
we still play today? Have each team choose one game 
and work together to make the games' equipment. Each 
team should practice the game to become experienced 
and expert before teaching it to other students. Game 
Suggestions: Dodge Ball, Pin Guard, Hoop and Pole 
games, Prisoner's Base, Kick Stick Race, Plum-Stone 
Basket Gamble, Corncob Darts, Jackrabbits Hit, etc. 
(See Citation of Sources and Appendix D for resources) 
3. What role have games played in other cultures? Have 
students investigate the original purpose of the 
winter and summer Olympic Games. What similarities do 
these games have with those of Native Americans? 
Identify sporting events of today that once were tools 
for survival. Example: Archery, equestrian skills, 
etc. 
Tribal Life Today: Discovering Similarities 
The following activities will compare character and 
cultural similarities between Native and non-Native 
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children. This comparison will provide students an 
opportunity to develop a better understanding of cultural 
similarities. 
1. Have students make a chart showing the diversity among 
Native American tribes in hairstyles, clothing styles, 
and the materials used in constructing clothing. (See 
Citation of Sources and Appendix D for resources) 
2. Read "Children of the Earth and Sky", which contains 
five stories about the lifestyles of Native American 
children from different tribes. Choose the lifestyle 
of a specific tribe. Write an open-end scenario on 
the overhead projector or chalkboard about a day in 
the life of a Native American child for students to 
complete. (See Appendix D for resources) 
3. Invite Native children or a representative from a 
local tribe to talk about tribal life, particularly 
the lifestyle of children in the tribe. Before the 
visitor arrives, have student groups brainstorm 
questions to ask in this person-to-person interview. 
Ask about customs, values, and traditions. Then, 
after the visit, have students write a news report 
based on the answers given. If a personal visit is 
not possible then write to members of a local tribe. 
(See Appendix D for resources) 
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4. start a Pen Pal Exchange club with students at a 
reservation school. Write to the Department of Indian 
Affairs to locate a school or children's community 
group on a reservation that will participate in a pen 
pal exchange program. Students can exchange ideas and 
information, such as nature boxes representing their 
home environments. (See Appendix D for resources) 
III. Symbolic ~ Oral Expressions of Native Philosophy 
The life skills and philosophies of Native American 
tribes are recorded and passed to future generations 
reflected in tribal lifestyles through the use of 
decorative and oral symbols. These symbolic expressions 
detail each community's way of life and insure the 
continuance of Native philosophies into future history. 
~ Symbolic Expressions Through Arts and Crafts 
To understand how Native people continue to use 
natural resources as a source of materials to construct and 
decorate clothing, shelters, musical instruments, 
containers, game pieces, and ceremonial objects. 
To understand how the use of symbols in Native crafts 
and ceremonies describes events that perpetuate tribal 
history, values, beliefs, myths and legends, and to express 
the relationship of the people and the Earth in the circle 
of life. 
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Beadworkinq Art 
There are many traditional beadwork designs which have 
been handed down from one generation to the next through 
hundreds of years. Designs are worked today with glass 
beads of many sizes and colors; but, in the past, 
beadworkers used hand shaped bits bone, clay, shell, and 
wood for beading creations. The following activities are 
designed to introduce students to the expression and 
intricacies of beadworking: 
1. Before starting a beadwork project, have students 
research some of the methods and sources influencing 
beadworkers of different tribes. How has beadwork 
evolved over the centuries? Chart findings on a time 
line. Example: the symbols used in traditional 
Southern Plains beadwork have experienced changes from 
using dyed porqupine quills and other natural 
materials to using glass trade beads. (See Appendices 
C and D for resources) 
2. Invite several Native American beadworkers to share 
their craft and discuss beadworking techniques. After 
hearing and reading about different symbols used by 
beadworkers of different tribes have students bring in 
natural materials to design and create a bead sampler 
of their own. Students can make their own beads using 
shells or wood drilled with an Indian pumpdrill (See 
Appendix C for resources). Beads can also be made 
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from materials more readily available such as 
construction paper, newspaper, or old magazine pages. 
Suggestion: colorful magazine pages work best for more 
colorful, variegated results. 
Picture Symbols: Designs and Colors 
Native American crafts were decorated to make them 
more beautiful. Symbolic colors and designs representing 
an idea or story were added with paint, quill and bead 
embroidery, or carving and weaving. Each tribal community 
used its own traditional colors and design symbols in 
retelling events and stories through decorating a crafted 
object. The totem pole, which reflects the family history 
of families in Northwestern tribes, is a good example of 
using symbols in design and color to record events in a 
family history. Although traditional designs and colors 
are used, the individual artist brings a unique and 
personal interpretation to each decoration. The following 
activities provide an opportunity for students to learn 
about traditional Native American nonverbal symbols of 
color and design. Students will also practice personal 
expression through observation and interpretation of these 
traditional and unique multicultural symbols. 
1. Research designs, such as petroglyphs, and color 
symbolism used by different tribes to retell and 
record special events in daily life. Have each 
student group develop picture codes using figures 
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unique in design and color symbolism to illustrate a 
simple, short story. Share these stories with other 
groups. (See Appendices C and D for resources) 
2. Research the history and ceremonial symbolism of 
painting. Why are sand paintings used in healing 
rituals destroyed at sunset? Have student groups work 
together to make a ceremonial sand painting. Students 
can prepare colored sand using natural dyestuffs to 
create personally symbolic sand paintings. (See 
Appendices C and D for resources) 
3. Set out food materials to use in making dyestuff. 
Take a poll among the students on what colors will 
come from each different plant. Compare their 
expectations with actual results. Have students 
create their own dyes to make paint or dye for body 
painting, weaving materials, Easter eggs, fabric for 
puppets and costumes, face mask materials, etc. (See 
Appendix C for resources) 
utilitarian Arts and Crafts 
Native Americans expressed their values, history and 
beliefs symbolically in every art and craft design. The 
following activities were conceived to give students 
experience in creating useful and personally meaningful 
crafts: 
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1. Invite a tribal artist to discuss the myths, methods 
of construction and symbols used in creating and 
decorating basket and pottery containers, woven cloth 
goods, and ceremonial masks. Have each student group 
decide on a specific craft project and gather natural 
materials to create individual craft items. In 
small groups, students can interpret traditional 
decorative symbols to create symbolic designs 
particular to each group or they may use the 
traditional symbols to decorate their creations. 
(See Citation of Sources for resources) 
2. Research methods of constructing ceremonial masks of 
tribes from different geographical regions. Have 
students gather materials to duplicate some of these 
masks. (See Citation of Sources for resources) 
3. Collect corn husks to make corn husk dolls and 
ceremonial masks. Use natural dyes to paint the corn 
husk creations. When students have mastered this 
activity let them become teachers, invite a first or 
second grade class to learn to make masks and dolls. 
(See Citation of Sources and Appendix C for resources) 
Musical Instruments 
Members of early Native communities associated music 
with ceremonies and the spirit world. It was generally 
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believed that ceremonial percussion instruments had magical 
powers to call up the spirit world and that spirits resided 
in these instruments. Because of this belief, respect and 
care were always taken in constructing and playing musical 
instruments. The following activities are designed to 
introduce students to a variety of percussion instruments 
and to the symbolism of instrumental performance in Native 
ceremonies: 
1. Investigate the purpose and construction of percussion 
instruments used in the ceremonies of different Naive 
communities. Invite a Native American musician to 
discuss and demonstrate selections of tribal music. 
(Bernstein, & Blair, 1982) 
2. Have student groups choose a specific instrument to 
research and construct. Collect modern materials to 
make ancient percussion instruments like the drum, 
rattle, and rasp. Examples (Hoven, 1992): 
a. Drums: Coffee cans with plastic lids, oatmeal 
boxes, round ice cream containers, etc. 
b. Rattles: Dried gourds, paper towel tubes and 
beans or pebbles, small metal or plastic boxes, 
soda cans, etc. 
c. Rasp: Corrugated cardboard, a notched one inch 
dowel or stick, etc. 
3. Collect several samples of music performed by members 
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of different tribes. Have students listen to 
distinguish the various kinds of instruments they 
hear. Compare the sounds of the instruments. Do all 
have the same rhythm, melody, etc.? (See Appendix D 
for references) 
~ Oral Expressions Through Storytelling 
To understand how Native tribes used symbolic language 
and oral story skills to describe events which perpetuate 
tribal history, values, beliefs, myths and legends, and 
express the relationship of people and Earth in the circle 
of life. 
To develop communication skills through the 
augmentation and use of symbolic language in oral 
storytelling. 
Value Concepts and Beliefs 
Story tellers used verbal symbols to incorporate 
tribal standards and principles into stories creating life 
lessons or recounting tribal history for community members. 
The following activities are designed to develop an 
awareness of the many beliefs and values held in common by 
Native communities across the United states: 
1. Have each student group select a geographical region 
and research and record the similarities and 
differences in values and beliefs among Native tribes 
within each selected area. Note the similarities of 
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these community standards and principles among tribal 
families across the United states. Compare how the 
cultural values and beliefs of Native communities are 
similar to the multicultural background of the 
students? (Harvey, Harjo, & Jackson, 1990) 
2. Native Literary Collection - As students research 
Native belief and value systems have students collect 
books, stories and poetry recorded and written by and 
about tribes living in the geographic region they are 
researching. Have students share their findings by 
reading aloud to the class from their Native Literary 
Collection on a daily basis or as frequently as 
possible. Students can keep a journal to respond to 
the theme or feeling of each reading. (See Appendix D 
for resources) 
3. Have students express their impressions of Native 
American stories in a graphic manner, using standard 
drawing materials or a computer graphics program if 
one is available. Then, using descriptive language, 
have students interpret their graphic creation by 
writing a poem, or short story. Combine written and 
graphic expressions into book form to add to the 
students Native Literary Collection. Have students 
rewrite using the computer wordprocessor program. 
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Creating Folklore, Myths and Legends 
Folklore reflects the basic values of a Native 
community. The following activities are designed to 
sensitize students to identification of the value and 
belief concepts woven into Native American story forms and 
to provide practice opportunities to develop these story 
abilities: 
1. Have student groups choose a myth or legend topic to 
research. What characters and descriptions do 
storytellers of different tribes use to describe and 
explain the same legend or myth. How would each group 
explain their legend choice? Have groups write a 
unique version using verbal symbols to tell the story. 
{See Appendix D for book references} 
2. Native Americans kept a lunar calendar. The name 
given to each moon described the season of the moon. 
Many tribes had different descriptions for the same 
moon. In many tribal mythologies the turtle is 
thought to be the power behind the moon and reflects 
the number of moons on its back. Use a diagram of a 
turtle shell as a chart on which students may record 
the many lunar names Native communities have 
attributed to the thirteen moon period. Assign to 
each group of students specific moons to research and 
illustrate. How many names does each moon have among 
tribes across the United states? {See Appendix C and 
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Citation of Sources for resources) 
3. Create a mini glow in the dark star map on the 
ceiling. Collect and read a selection of legends from 
different Native tribes, such as the Navajo folk tale 
"How Stars Fell into the Sky a Navajo Legend", which 
demonstrate how the Navajo people describe and explain 
a subject as complicated as the origin of the 
Universe. Have student groups describe, in poem or 
story form, how the stars came to be. Students poetry 
readings and story presentations can be videotaped for 
presentation during the culminating ceremony. (See 
Appendix D for resources) 
4. Improvise a scene from a Native myth or legend. After 
listening to a story or poem depicting a Native myth 
or legend, student groups will have 10 minutes to ... 
a. brainstorm another ending, 
b. prepare a scene from the story to 
perform, 
c. tell the story from the point of view of 
another character. 
(See Appendix D for resources) 
IV. Culminating Experience 
To show respect and appreciation for what we have 
learned. 
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Celebrati~ Native cultures 
Ceremonies were and are an important part of Native 
American lifestyles. Large gatherings often last several 
days and involve the entire community and sometimes 
neighboring communities as well. 
This culminating experience will reflect the 
understanding and skills gained through participation in 
the activities of this unit. students should plan to share 
their knowledge of Native cultures by inviting parents or 
another class to participate in this celebration. 
Students should organize this ceremony around a 
special occasion or time, such as a new moon, an eclipse, 
the New Year, or graduation to the next grade. The events 
included in the celebration should provide a meaningful 
experience for students and guests and should reflect 
respect for Native cultures and not be merely an imitation 
of a Native celebration. 
In this celebration students and teachers will be able 
to select and organize garnes, stories, music, craft 
displays and food presentations into a manageable format 
that considers time and space limitations. (Bernstein, & 
Blair, 1982) 
Subject Areas 
The following are subject areas covered in the 
activities of this unit. 
Art - Computer Graphics, Drawing, Pottery, 
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Language Arts -
Music -
Science -
Technology -
Mathematics -
Social Studies -
Basketry, Sand Painting, Beadwork 
Creative Writing, Reading, Literature 
Percussion 
Environmental Resources, Physics, 
Videotape, Computer Graphics, 
Wordprocessor Programs, Film, Cassette 
Recordings 
Charting, Graphing, Measurement 
History, Geography, Civics, Government 
Sociology 
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CHAPTER 5 
Conclusion 
Because of the sensitive nature of Native values and 
beliefs Native children have been shaped in unique ways 
which do not always lend themselves to the teaching style 
of the dominant society. Learning style differences are 
due to background experiences, parental values, and how 
children have been nurtured, not race or heredity. 
There is a gap between successful learning and a 
child's cultural understanding which can be bridged by 
promoting self-esteem and cultural pride. Building self-
esteem and cultural pride into instructional methods and 
materials equips Native American children, and all 
children, with the skills for success in school, in their 
home communities, and in the larger Euro-American society. 
This treatment of the educational environment provides to 
students and teachers the skills required to understand 
behaviors and feelings that seem out of harmony within the 
social structure of school or the larger structure of 
society in general. Cultural pride and acceptance promotes 
inner harmony and equips Native children with the 
strategies of values clarification and problem solving 
(Little Soldier, 1992b). So, there is a clear relationship 
between educational and social success, both of which pivot 
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on cultural acceptance (Gilliland, 1992). 
In this multicultural society it is the teachers who 
are most often responsible for promoting cultural 
acceptance in the classroom. Through personal demeanor, by 
inviting people to the classroom, reading books, and 
displaying side by side photographs that will clarify 
ideas, teachers equip students with the skills needed to 
promote intercultural and personal understanding 
(Derman-Sparks, 1989; Novelli, 1990). This self-
understanding serves students by amplifying social 
awareness that enables students to become more open and 
sensitive to cultural similarities, as well as, the 
differences found in a multicultural environment 
(Pewewardy, 1992). These cultural similarities and 
differences are the elements that express the essence of 
cultural beliefs and way of life. 
Therefore, the activities included in this curriculum 
project were selected in an effort to provide diverse and 
culturally sound instructional content and environment. 
This inquiry into the cultural contributions and 
philosophies of Native American nations will enable 
students and teachers'to identify and emphasize the 
similarities of a multicultural classroom. By learning in 
a culturally compatible environment, respectful of all 
cultures, students and teachers will begin to build a 
foundation on which cultural differences may be addressed 
(Clark, DeWolf, & Clark, 1992; GrossMan, 1992; Little 
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Soldier, 1992a}. 
In America's multicultural society learning style 
differences are the only differences that should have a 
clear focus in the classroom. This curriculum project 
promotes experiences that encourage personal and cultural 
understanding, and dispel stereotypic ideas of other 
cultures. Therefore, instructional materials in this 
nine-week unit equip teachers and students with the skills 
necessary to challenge informational falsehoods and 
inaccuracies about Native American cultures. It is because 
all children need to learn to synthesize the best parts of 
all cultures that this curriculum unit has been written. 
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APPENDIX A 
Indian Awareness Inventory 
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INDIAN AWARENESS INVENTORY 
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Survey instrument deleted, paper copy is available upon request.
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPED BY: John Fletcher (Blaclc.foot), Church Ross (LakOta), and Gary Kush (non· Indian). 
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Survey instrument deleted, paper copy is available upon request.
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Survey instrument deleted, paper copy is available upon request.
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Survey instrument deleted, paper copy is available upon request.
APPENDIX B 
Native Americans: Historical Perspective 
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NATIVE AMERICANS: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE" 
IMPORTANT EVENTS IN NATIVE 
AMERICAN-EUROPEAN RELATIONSHIPS 
1513 Juan Ponce de Leon landed on the Florida 
peninsula while en route from Pueno Rico. The 
relationship between Europeans and North 
American Indians began. 
1565 The Spaniards established the St. Augustine 
colony in Florida, the first settlement organized 
by Europeans in present-day United States. 
1637 Connecticut colonists murdered more than 
500 Native Americans when the Pequot tribe 
tried to stop the colonists from invading their 
territory. This massacre is known as the Pequot 
War. 
1675-1676 King Philip, a Wampanoagchief, led a coalition 
ofIndiart troops that nearly defeated the Eng-
lish colonists. The colonists eventually defeated 
his forces and dismembered his body. 
1680 The Pueblos rebelled against the Spaniards and 
drove them from Pueblo territory. Many Span-
iards were killed during the uprising. 
1754-1763 The French and Indian War, one of a series of 
wars in which the French and the British 
struggled for control of the eastern pan of 
North America. Each nation vied for Indian 
suppon. 
U.S.-NATIVE AMERICAN RELATIONSHIPS 
1794 
1812 
1824 
1830 
A group ofIndians suffered a crushing defeat at 
Fallen Timbers in Ohio on August 20. In 1795, 
they were forced to sign a treaty that ceded 
large segments of their lands in the Northwest 
Territory to whites. 
The War of 1812, between the United States 
and Britain, caused deep factions among the 
Indian tribes because of their different alle· 
giances. The Indian allies of the British were 
severely punished by the United States when 
the war ended. 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (B.IA.)estab· 
lished in the War Department. 
U.S. Congress passed the Indian Removal Act 
that authorized the removal oflndians from the 
east to west of the Mississippi and stated condi-
tions under which removal could be legally 
undenaken. 
" Dates in boldface arc watershed events. 
1831 U.S. Supreme Court recognized Indian tribes 
as "domestic dependent nations" within the 
United States. In an 1832 decision, the Court 
declared that such nations had a right to self-
government. 
1838-1839 Cherokee forcefully removed from Georgia to 
Indian Territory in present-day Oklahoma. Their 
poignant journey westward is recalled as the 
"Trail of Tears. " 
1864 Colorado militia killed nearly 300 Cheyennes 
in a surprise attack at Sand Creek after the 
Cheyenne leaders had negotiated an armistice. 
This incident is known as the Sand Creek 
Massacre. 
1864 Navajos reject U.S. control during the Mexican 
War and are forced to walk 800 miles to Fon 
Sumner, New Mexico. Many Navajos died and 
the plan to force them to be farmers failed. They 
were allowed to walk back to their homeland. 
This is known as the Long Walk. 
1871 U.S. Congress act prohibits making further 
treaties with Native tribes. 
1876 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1890 
1924 
1928 
1934 
Sioux tribes, under the leadership of Sir-ting 
Bull, wiped out Custer's Seventh Cavalry.at 
Little Big Horn-~me of the last victones for 
Native tribes. 
Helen Hunt Jackson's A Century of Disho710/· 
published-the first influential book to drama· 
tize the poignant plight ofIndian people in the 
United States. 
The brave Apache warrior, Geronimo, surren· 
dered to American forces In September 1886. 
His surrender marked the defeat of the South· 
west tribes. 
U.S. Congress passed the General Allotment or 
Dawes Act designed to terminate panial!y the 
Indians' special relationship with the United 
States government. It proved to be disastrous 
for Native Americans. 
Three hundred Sioux killed in a massacre .at 
Wounded Knee Creek in South Dakota. 
The Snyder Act made Native Americans citi· 
zens of the United States. 
The Meriam Survey recommended major 
changes in federal policy related to Indian 
affairs; many of its recommendations were 
implemented in subsequent years. 
The Whecler-Howard Act made It possible for 
Harvey, K. D., Harjo, L. D., & Jackson, J. K. (1990). 
Teaching about Native Americans (Bulletin No. 84). 
Washington, DC: National Council for the Social 
Studies, pp. 69-70. 
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Native Americans to reestablish aspects of their 
traditional cultures, including tribal lands and 
governments. 
1944 Native Americans organized the National 
Congress of American Indians. 
1946 Indian Claims Commission established to hear 
cases related to possible compensations due 
Indians for loss of land and property. 
1948 Indians granted the rightto vote in New Mexico 
and Ariwna. 
1953 U.S. Act of Congress enabled nonreservanon 
Indians to purchase alcohol. Raervations au-
thorized to determine local policy regarding 
the sale of alcohol. 
1954 U.S. Acts of Congress terminated the relation-
ship between the federal government and sev-
eral Indian tribes, including the Klamath tribe 
in Oregon, the Menominee ofWlSConsin, and 
the California Indians. 
1961 National Indian Youth Council organized and 
U.S. Congress passed the Indian Education 
Act. 
1970 Native American Rights Fund founded. 
1972 U.S. Congress restored the Menominee tribe 
ofWlSConsin to federal-trust status. 
1973 Members of the American Indian Movement 
and other Indians occupied Wounded Knee, 
South Dakota, to dramatize the Indian's condi-
tion in the United States. 
1974 Indians in Washington state won major fishing 
rights victories in the state's courts. 
1975 U.S. Congress passed Indian Self-Determina-
tion Act and Education Assistance Act. 
1978 U.S. Congress passed Indian Religious Free-
dom Act and the Indian Child Welfare Act. 
1978 The American Indian Tribal College Assistance 
Act enacted to provide funding for Indian 
community colleges. 
Reference 
Adapted from Banks, J A TelJcm"B StrlJtegies for Ethnic Studies. 
Boston, Mass.: Allyn & Bacon, 1975: 140-143. 
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APPENDIX C 
Teaching ~ids 
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COLOR 
Pale Yellow 
Yellow 
Golden Yellow 
Greenish Yellow 
Orange 
Rusty Red 
Salmon 
Pale Gray/ 
Purple 
Pale Blue/ 
Lavender 
Bluish/Purple 
Pale Lavender 
Rich Chocolate 
Brown 
Source 
PICK YOUR FAVORITE COLOR 
DYESTUFF 
Safflower 
Orange 
Marigold Petals 
Turmeric 
Yellow 
Marigold Petals 
Yellow Onion 
Skins 
Red Onion Skins 
Sandalwood 
Cranberries 
Red Cabbage 
Blueberries 
Raspberries 
Walnut Hulls 
MORDANT 
1 tsp. vinegar 
None 
1 tsp. vinegar 
None 
None 
None 
None 
1 tsp. vinegar 
1 tblsp. alum 
None 
None 
None 
Almy, K. (1988, April). Dyeing Easter eggs 
naturally. Family Circle, pp. SIR. 
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NATURAL FABRIC DYES FOUND IN FLORIDA 
DYESTUFF COLOR MORDANT CONDITION 
Acorn Tan Alum Fresh or 
(whole nut) 1 Tblsp. Dry 
Butterfly Yellow Alum Fresh 
Weed (blossom) 1 Tblsp. 
Blackberry Purple/ Alum Fresh or 
(fruit) Brown 1 Tblsp. Frozen 
Chrysanthemum Yellow Alum Fresh or 
(flowers) 1 Tblsp. Dry 
Coffee (ground) Tan Alum 1 Tblsp. Dry 
Golden Rod Grey/ Iron Fresh 
(flowers) Green 1 Tblsp. 
Hickory Nut Tan Alum Fresh or 
(hulls) 1 Tblsp. Dry 
Oak Lichen Pink/ None Fresh or 
(whole lichen) Magenta Dry 
Onion - Red or Burnt/ Alum Dry 
Yellow (skins) Orange 1 Tblsp. 
Pokeweed Red/Pink Alum Fresh or 
(berries) 1 Tblsp. Dry 
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NATURAL FABRIC DIES FOUND IN FLORIDA 
continued-
Peach (leaves) Yellow Alum 1 Tblsp. Fresh 
Rock Lichen Magenta None Fresh or 
(whole lichen) Dry 
Sunflower Yellow/Tan Alum Dry 
(seeds) Grey/Blue 1 Tblsp. 
Tomato (vines) Red/Brown None Fresh 
Source 
The information for natural fabric die materials 
found in Florida has been collected over the years. 
Sources are unknown, pp. 73-74. 
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'2 
Bruchac, J., & London, J. (1992). Thirteen moons on 
turtle's back ~ Native American year of the moon~ 
New York: Philomel Books, p. 75. 
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PUlapdrilb we:-e used b;r California Indians to drill holes in shell. The P0ll10 Indiana 
used them to make clam shell beads. Strings of finished besds ~ere u3ed like mone;r. 
The ~ller thinner beads were more valuable. uther native grdups in CAlifo:-nia 
utilized the pumpdrill for making abalono zhell fish hooke and ornaments. An 
obsidian or chert tip was usual.l.y used for a bit. The flywheel was frequently :roade 
of stone to give the drill better spin. L'ldill.ll and llon-India.n craftSLlen :.till 
use the pumpdrill tOday. They f1nd 1t doesn't shatter the shell. Tho Il:.cthods of 
clam shell bead and abalone shell fish hook produc ion are d~~ict~d below. 
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California state Indian Museum, Sacramento, CA. 
(1993). [Indian Pumpdrill]. Pattern and 
instructions, pp. 76-77. 
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Native American Designs 
and Colors 
Native Americans decorated most of their crafts to make them 
more beautiful. They added color and designs with paint, beads, 
quill embroidery, and by carving and weaving. Sometimes a design 
or color was a symbol. that IS, it stood for an Idea or told a story 
For example, among the Crow, the color black was a symbol for 
victory; arrow symbols might mean a hunt or a battle 
Each group had its own set of meanings for colors and designs 
to use on ceremonial crafts. These symbols could be drawn on a 
leather pouch or a drumskin to retell a myth or relate an impor-
tant event. Sometimes the maker of a ghost shirt or some other 
ceremonial object had a dream that revealed what design to use 
Designs that came in dreams had special supernatural powers 
The decorative art on many everyday objects had no special 
meaning. Sometimes a geometric design might be called "butter-
fly" because the triangle shapes together on a basket looked like a 
butterfly. Usually, the only way to find out if a deSign was sup-
posed to be a symbol with meaning was to ask the maker. DeSigns 
that showed people, birds, and animals were usually created by 
men. Women worked more with geometric shapes 
Color was important to add meaning to a design, too Most 
Native Americans named four points of the earth, the four direc-
tions of the compass - north, south, east, and west - and assigned 
a color to each one Among the Cherokee, north was blue, south 
was white, east was red, and west was black. Colors could also 
mean Ide or death, war or peace, female or male, night or day For 
example. the Navaho thought black represented men and blue, 
women The Hopi thought that the color blue was the most sacred 
ond used It to honor their gods. Here are some of the other mean-
Ings attached to colors. 
Color 
Block 
Blue 
(;reen 
Red 
Whltf' 
YeIlO\\ 
Meaning for Native Americans 
night. underworld, male, cold, dlsea"e, death 
sky, water, female, clouds, lightnang. moon. 
thunder. sadness 
plant life, earth, summer, ram 
wounds, sunset, thunder, blood, earth. war. day 
winter, death, snow 
sunshine, day, dawn 
uJcMrr1 .llruJr. 
Bernstein, B., & Blair, L. (1982). Native American 
crafts workshop. Carthage, IL: Fearon Teacher 
Aids, pp. 78-82. 
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Choose a color and write down all the thoughts, feelings, or 
ideas it brings to mind. Do this for several colors and give a mean-
ing to each color. Select a color to represent each of the four di-
rections, north, south, east, and west. Consider these meanings 
when planning a design. 
Important events in the life of a Native American person or 
group were sometimes recorded on rawhide or birch bark using 
picture writing. To tell a story with a design, use simple pictures to 
suggest the events. For example, a sun, a person, and a bicycle on 
a blue background might record a bike riding adventure to a lake. 
Some important events that were printed in pictures included the 
killing of the first bear, the birth of a baby brother, a heavy snow-
fall, curing of a serious illness, a good corn crop, and a meteor 
shower. 
Combine some of the design elements here to decorate your 
own crafts. Be imaginative and put some of your own spirit into 
each design. 
Northwest Coast: People in this area used many curving lines I 
in their designs and very few straight lines. Figures of ani-
mals, human beings, birds, and fish were common. Some-
times a face or feature (like a claw, an eye, or a beak) of an 
animal was drawn to represent the animal. Many of the 
designs were drawn within curved shapes. 
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Arctic and Subarctic: People in this area used straight lines in 
geometric shapes and circles and dots to make designs, 
They also used figures of animals, fish, whales, and seals, 
/. :'=./ ................. 11'" • 
• r • f • 
o 
• • :~: 
Greater Southwest: People in this area had the greatest variety 
of styles, Sometimes a set of designs was used for just a 
single craft, such as sandpamting, Most of the designs were 
straight lines in geometric shapes, but some curved lines ap-
pear on pottery and basketry, 
4-1-. . . . ! . : ... 
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Woodlands: People in this area made many designs using 
flower and plant shapes in flowing, curving lines. They espe-
cially liked a double curve design. 
aD 00 
~~~~ 
00 00 
Great Plains: People in this area used triangles more than any 
other element in their designs. Squares and rectangles ap-
peared also in combinations of geometric shapes. 
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California and Intermountain: People in this area used 
triangles in many designs. and some squares and rectangles 
in others. Most of the designs were used for basketry. but 
some shapes were painted on rocks . 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
Southeast: People in this area liked a curved. spiral design. 
They also made bird and animal shapes with many curved 
lines. 
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CHILDREN OF 
THE PLAINS 
Children from the Plains Indian Tribes live in an area with 
,sweeping prairies. Much of the land is open kith smal I clusters of 
trees. Streams and rivers flow through the plaIns and some areas 
have roll ing hi I Is and clear lakes. 
Buffalo, deer, elk and antelope are only a few of the animals 
that roam the plains. Eagles, hawks and many other birds also live 
on the prairies. Wildlife Is very ple-ntlful. 
Draw a picture of the land where the Plains IndIan chi Idren 
I I ve. ! f you need more room to draw,. use a seperate blank sheet of 
paper. 
Marshall, B. (1992). Children of the People: An 
activity book for students. Ashville, NC: The 
American Indian National Exposition for Art and 
Education (Kituwah), pp. 83-98. 
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Animals provided clothing for the children of the Plains In-
dians. Skins from deer. elk. rabbit and other animals were tanned 
and made into leather. Shirts. moccasins, loincloths, leggings and 
dresses are a few of the items made with this leather. In the colJer 
months. furs from buffalo, bear and other animals helped to keep the 
chi Idren warm. 
In this puzzle see if you can find al I of the items of clothes 
worn by Plains Indian chi Idren. 
Chi Idren of the Plains tribes were taught responsibi I itles in 
their dai Iy lives. Whi Ie playing games, they learned many things. 
BoyS learned to track, how to be accurate when shooting their 
toy bows and now to hunt. They also helped to guard the horse herd~' 
and ran errands for the warriors. 
Boys and girls learned how to he,p take care of their fami lies. 
Girls learned how to clean animal hides and cook. Both girls and 
boys fetched water and firewood. These are only some of the respon-
sibi I ities learned by the chi Idren. 
Here ere some scrambled words about the chi Idren's tasks. See 
if you can unscramble the words. 
CKART OKCO THUN TAWRE 
DWOORIEF RSERNAD OYTWOBS 
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CHILDREN OF 
TH ENORTHEAST 
r-L25252525J 
Chi Idren from the Northeast Tribes 1,lve In an area with large 
for~sts, rivers, lakes and mountains. There Is also much shoreline 
along the Atlantic Ocean. 
Many birds and animals live !n the Northeast area. Deer, elk, 
bear, squirrels, rabbits and wi Id turkeys are among the animals that 
I ive there. 
Draw a picture of the land where the chi Idren of the Northeast 
Tribes I ive. If you need more space to draw, use a seperate blank 
sheet of paper. 
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0''0 of 
'the tI10st Cornnlon tYlJes In the Nortneast ~Ias the longhouse. Thl~ was 
Co long rectangular bUilding made from wood and c..tner materials. Many 
fami lies lived In longhouses. Anolher type of dwel ling was the wig-
wam. This house had a wooden lrame and walls made from a variety of 
materials (reeds, woven grass, an:mal skins). The bark lodge was 
another kind of home. It had a dome-shaped wood framp. and was cov-
ered by sections of tree bark. These are only a few types of ~omes 
I ived in by the Northeastern chi Idren. 
Here IS a puzzle showing the three types of homes mentioned. 
Circle the home in each section that is different . 
• 
Clothes the chi Idren of the Northeast wore came from animal 
hides. Deer and elk provided most of the leather needed to make 
these clothes. Boys wore buckskin shirts, leggings, breechclothes 
and moccasins. Girls wore buckskin dresses and moccasins. Their 
clothes were decorated with many symbols made from Qui I Iwork and 
bead"':lrk. 
Here is a puzzle showing only some of the clothes worn oy North-
eastern chi Idren. See if you can match each piece of clothing the 
boys wore to the boy pictured and each piece of clothing the girls 
wore, to the girl pictured. 
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In the Northeast area, Cnl laren at~ many diiferent things. 
Crops grew at the vi I lages of the northeast tribes. Among the main 
plants were corn, beans, squash and pumpkins. The chi Idren also 
ate wi Id potatoes, wi Id greens, berries, mushrooms, and nuts. Deer, 
rabbit, squirrel, fish, and duck were among the foods in the chi Id-
ren's diet. These are only a few of the things eaten by the chi Idren. 
Here is a hidden picture puzzle of some of the foods eaten by 
the chi Idren. See If you can find the fol lowing items: 
FISH MUSHROOMS 
PUMPKIN 
RABBIT 
DUCK 
CORN BEANS SQUASH 
DEER 
What did you learn about the children of the Northeast? Draw 
a picture, write a paragraph or make up a story about what you have 
learned. If you need mor~ room, use a seperate blank sheet of paper. 
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CHILDREN OF 
THE SOUTHEAST 
.' 
Chi Idren from the Southeast Tribes live In an area with forests, 
mountains, ~wampy areas, and beaches along the coast. There are many 
different kinds of trees and oushes that grow in the Southeast. RIv-
ers, lahes. and streams are plentiful. 
Bears, deer, cougars, faxes, and racoons are some of the animals 
that I ive in this area. There are many different types of birds and 
fish that can be found In the Southeast. 
Draw a picture of the land where the children of the Southeast 
Tribes live. If yoL need more room to draw. use a seperate blank 
sheet of paper. 
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The Southeastern chi Idren lived In unique homes. A common tYPE:' 
of home was ca I I ed a ch I ckee. Th i s dwe I I I ng was made f rom cypress 
poles which form a platform above the ground. The sides were 
open and the roof was made from woven palmetto fronds. Another type 
of house had a wooden frame with cane walls covered with clay and 
woven grass. After Influence from white settlers. some Southeastern 
tribes bui It log cabins. These are only a few types of homes lived 
in by the Southeastern chi Idren. 
In this puzzle see if you can find the homes that don't belong. 
Here are some pictures of chi Idren from Southeastern tribes do-
ing fun daily activities. In this puzzle, see if you can find any 
activities that do not belong. 
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Children Q+ the Sou1h~ast wore many different clothes. Leather 
from animal hides was used to make most of the chi Idren's clothing. 
Deerskin shirts, breech clothes, moccasins, skirts and blouses were 
worn by the chi Idren. Cloaks were made from feathers and furs. After 
influence from white settlers, cloth was used to make patchwork 
skirts, and ribbon shirts. These are only a few types of clothing 
worn by the chi Idren. . 
In this hidden picture pu~zle, see if you can find a shirt, leg-
gings, moccasins, blouse, skirt, feather cloak, deerskin boots, and 
a breech cloth. 
Southeastern chi Idren had many responsibi I ities--I ike chi Idren 
from al I Indian tribes. Boys and girls had the tasks of carrying 
wood and water, helping to bui Id and repair homes. and tending to gar-
dens. The chi Idren were also taught to help gather food and water. 
Boys were.. taught to hunt, track and make weapons. The most Important 
responslbi I Itles learned by the chi Idren were to take care of the 
elderly and the sick. . 
Pick one of these responslbi I Ities and make up a story about It. 
If you need more room, use a seperate blank sheet of paper. 
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;, h " I d r t n l) f n.e Soutneastern tribes ate a variety of things. 
Here IS a word search puzzle lis t I nq some t h I n 9 sea ten by -t he chi I L-
reno In thl3 p'..J?z(e. circle the r,ldden word. words might be hidden 
acr:,ss. '..JP a:1-: dowr.. d I agona I I j. forward. or backwards. 
X N Q R I U S E 0 T A T 0 P D L I W M A M R A T U R E S B Y P 
C E Y H 0 L Z D R 0 B I L S T Y U M K L G Z P Y Q D U X C F Z 
S E I R R E B E L K C U H 0 N E Y A L P L U M S G B K X S G X 
N Y D E P M A X C D L M P 0 Q R S P F J I U H V R E R H M T V 
F 0 V Q U L W I L D T U R K E Y E L T S N R 0 C A T 0 L 0 I P 
P T W F M A I A G H X L S U L I D E L F C K E U P Q V C 0 R F 
B M S G L N L R F D A 0 Y H K M B S A C F V J P E J 0 E R W Y 
T P ~ N W I D Q A J F V C R N Q W A F H I U E R S W R J H 0 D 
Y Z U X B K P U M P K I N R 0 P I P B I S 0 N D A I G Q ,S D K 
R T Q G M S I V J T B H W B E R G E S D H J Q A 0 A B R U Z W 
S C A Z B T G N A D G M Y Q S N A E B C E N R H D L Y E M P C 
Q S H P E U V K W B E T B Z U R H A I P D R S K 0 L M W E D G 
U D T J A N M 0 P U V E C F I N A D T F E K G R U I B 0 N P J 
A B U I X T G X R J S T R A W B E R R I E S F Z N G E L L V S 
S L B S Z S L A C Q S U A J 0 D X F N Z M J L S K A T F H C Q 
H J M V I E G Y K G Q D B L A C K B E R R I E S N T I N F L U 
A W H K 0 H S N K W M T B H E C K I U 0 C P Y X 0 0 B U Q N I 
L X W D R C M C F Z P T I R Z W S N Y L E X L N W R G S U S R 
B G U 0 H Q Z E L T R U T B S H W I L D G R E E N S R H T W R 
X C 0 R N D B R E P V J D L R·Y I M E Z B K 0 I V H X L A Q E 
K A C Y P V F S Q Y U J A T G R 0 U N ['I H 0 G Z M K 10M J L 
DEER RABBIT SQUIRREL FISH DUCK 
BISON BEAR ELK TURTLE WILD TURKEY 
PLUMS GRAPES WALNUTS ACORNS WILD PIG 
HONEY CHESTNUTS ALLIGATOR CORN HUCKLEBERRIES 
BEANS MAPLE SAP SUNFLOWER SQUASH WILD GREENS 
PUMPKIN WILD POTATOES MUSHROOMS BLACKBERRIES STRAWBERRIES 
What did you learn about the chi Idren of the Southeast? Draw 
a picture, write a paragraph or make up a story about what you hav~ 
learned. If you need more room, use a seperate blank sheet of paper. 
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CHILDREN OF 
TH E SOUTHWEST 
t ----..,1 : I 
Chi Idren from the Southwest tribes I ive in an area with large 
sections of desert, buttes, forests, and mountains. Cactus, Agave, 
sage, and other thrifty plants live In this area., Water is very 
scarce In many' places. 
Rabbits, desert turtles, snakes, and lizards are some of the 
animals that live In the desert areas. Deer, bear, cougars, and 
squirrels live in the areas with forests. There are many birds. In-
cluding eagles and hawks. 
Draw a picture of the land where the chi Idren of the Southwest 
Tr I bes I I ve. If y.ou need more space to draw, use ,a separate blank 
sheet of paper. 
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Or1£" =-,,' (;-"IC: 
crops gruwn In the ~outhwest was cottnn---whlch was WOven Into many 
thlnqs. SI)lrts. blanket dlesses. KiltS. and shawls were some at the 
Items of ~:Iothlng 1"01n by tile chlldlen. Some pieces of clothIng were 
made from leather--example~ would be a breech cloth and moccasIns. 
Sb.~.I,es w~re populiir and sunlet,mes they were decorated with cowrie 
sea shells obtaIned In trade. These are only some of the items of 
clothe:~ wcrn by tile children. 
In this puzzle. complete the sentence by filling in the squares. 
A secret wor-d will be spelled down the ce'nter row of boxes after' you 
are finished. 
1. h were a popular piece of clothing. 
2. w sea shells were some:lmes used to decorate clothing. 
3. c c were made of leather. 
4. Cotton was sometimes used to make h 
5_ Now and then children would wear k 
6. A b is another item made from leather. 
7 _ G i r I s wore a d 
8. Girls wore a w especlai Iy when dancing. 
1 
2 
3 
4 I 
5 
6 
7 I I 
8 
Chi Idren of the Southwest were taught an assortment of respon-
sibi I ities. Water was very scarce, so the chi Idren were taught to 
find and protect sources of water. Also. they had to carry water 
back to their dwel I ings, as wei I as firewood. Chi Idren gathered 
materials to help bui Id and repair their homes. Boys and girls were 
taught to help and take care of the elderly and sick. The chi Idren 
were taught how to find food. These are only a few of the things 
taught to the chi Idren. 
In this puzzle, see if you can unscramble the sentences. 
1. Gather chi Idren material helped to. 
2. The girls elderly helped and boys. 
3. Taught water were find to ch i I dren. 
4. Firewood girls boys and carried. 
5. Find children food the helped to. 
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Children of the Southwest live In a variety of different nomes. 
Some Southwestern chi Idren I ive in bUildings that are JOined toqe~her 
and built from stone. TI1e walls and roofs are covared by adobe mUd. 
These dwell ings are called pueblos. ~nother type of home IS called a 
hogan. This house h~s a floor dug out about a foot deep. wood frame 
wal Is: and a roof covered with adobe mUd. Brush shelters were common 
in the past. these hornes were made of saplings and covered wottl 
brush. 
Here is a maze puzzle. See if YOU can find your way to all of 
the homes. pictured below. 
~ ... 
What did you learn about the chi Idren of the Southwest? Dr8~ ~ 
picture, write a paragraph, or make up a story about what you ~ave. 
learned. If you need more room, use a seperate blank sheet of pap~ 
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CHILDREN OF 
THE NORTHWEST 
Chi Idren from the Northwest Tribes I ive in an area with large 
forests, many mountain ranges, and beaches along the coast. Lakes, 
streams, and rivers are plentiful in the area. The Pacific Ocean 
borders the Northwest coast. 
Bears, elk, deer, rabbits and squirrels 
mals that live on the land. Whales salmon 
of the animals in'this area that I i~e in th~ 
abundant. . 
are a few of the ani-
and seals are a few 
water. Birds are also 
Draw a picture of the land where the chi Idren of the Northwest 
I ive. If you need more room to draw, use a seperate blank sheet of 
paper. 
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Boys end 9~ .. 15 c.o.l"ri~d r~rewo()d and water back to the villages. . 
Girls learned to cook, weave and make clothes. Boys learned to fiSh, 
track and hunt. The chi Idren assisted thei r parents in gathering 
materials to make homes and helping their parents to repair their 
homes. These are only some of the responsibilities that the children 
learned. 
In this puzzle, see if you can name the chores that the chi Idren 
are doing. 
A common home for Northwestern chi Idren was the plank house. A 
long rectangular wooden frame was bui It and then planks were cut from 
trees and attached to the frame. There were different styles bui It 
and these types of homes are st i I I bu i I t today. 
In" this activity, design your own home by drawing a picture and 
I ist the names of natural materials you would use to bui Id it. If 
you need more robm, use a seperate blank sheet 6f paper. 
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In this hidden plc.ture puzzle. try tc find seven Items eaten by 
the chi Idr~n of tile Northwest. ACORN. MUSHROOMS. BEAR, SALMON, (JEER, 
CORN, AN() SQUASH. 
Clothes the chi ldren of the Northwest wore were made from animal; 
skins, furs and woven fibers. In this ~ctivlty choose the correct 
answer tor each sentence. 
1. h were worn by girls. 
A) Rings B) Shawls C) Braids OJ Bracelets 
2. 0 worn by girls were decorated with woven deSigns. 
A) Necklaces B) Earrings C) Dresses OJ Scarves 
3. A girl's footwear was made from __ f _ _ t 
A) wood B) plastic C) rubber Dl soft leather 
4. In the Winter, clothing'helped to keep girls warm. 
A) heavy B) air-tight C) fur 0) large 
1. ,h _. worn by boys were decorated with woven patterns. 
A) Arm-bands B) Ties C) Gloves OJ Shirts 
2. Sometimes boys wore a .. ' which was woven from grass, an-
imal hair, or tree bark. 
A) wrist-band B) belt C) gloves D) hat 
3. Boys wore 9 9 _ which were made from leather or fur. 
A) sanda Is B) eye-g I asses C) sca rves D) I egg i ngs 
4. A bOY'S 0 was made from soft leather. 
A) shield B) T-shirt C) mask 0) footware 
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The Northwestern Chi Idren did many fun dai Iy activities. Trees 
provided the wood used In these dai Iy activities. The chi Idren learn-
ed to use this wood to make carvings of various things including ani-
mals and masks. By helping the adults, they began to learn how to 
make boats, totem poles, weapons, and their homes. These are only a 
few of the things the chi Idren helped to make with wood. 
In this puzzle, name the different things of wood that the chi Id-
ren helped to make. 
what did you learn about the chi Idren of the Nort~west? Draw a 
picture, write a paragraph, or make up a story about what you have 
learned. If you need more room, use a seperate blank sheet of paper. 
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